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MONEY MATTERS

Professions start with practice, and
future teachers can’t work for free.

The economic realities of aspiring teachers create barriers to entry into the profession.
•
•
•
•

Fully 40% of undergraduates and 76% of graduate students work full time while going to school, and 20% of students
who work have dependents.1
Up to two-thirds of the cost of college attendance is related to living expenses, so defraying living costs while aspiring
teachers are in residencies helps reduce debt tremendously.2
Teachers incur the same amount of debt as all other college students, but the nation’s salaries for teaching are much
lower and grow at a slower trajectory. Reducing financial barriers during preparation limits the debt they incur.3
Black and Latinx teachers and teacher candidates are more likely than their white counterparts to take out loans to
complete preparation. When combined with lower salaries for teachers in comparison to other college graduates, debt
can be a powerful deterrent for diverse students considering teaching.4

Ensuring all teachers can access excellent preparation would strengthen student outcomes, diversify and stabilize the
teaching force, and add trillions to the national economy through improved educational access and outcomes. 5
•

•

•

Learning to become a professional requires practice, and practice requires both time and resources.
o Other nations that have improved their systems adopted affordable, year-long teaching residencies.6
o Other professions have multiple means to provide living supports or salaries while people are in training.
o Engineers, pharmacists, and hairdressers are typically required to complete 1500 hours of supervised practice
before being able to practice independently. Teachers can enter classrooms with as little as 30 hours of
observation. 7
The patchwork of pathways to teaching and their different levels of success in the U.S. is largely driven by economics.8
o Funded teacher residencies—where candidates work alongside an accomplished teacher for a year while in a
tightly aligned preparation program—graduate strong, diverse teachers who stay in the profession.9
o Funded teacher residencies have been around since the 1970’s but rely on grants and often close when grants
end.10
o University-based programs require significant amounts of clinical practice, but current school and preparation
program budgets do not provide funding for candidates during clinical practice.11
o Alternative routes that often lack supervised clinical practice before teaching continue to proliferate and allow
candidates to enter the classroom getting a full salary without adequate preparation; candidates select these
pathways into teaching because of economic incentives.
o On the whole, alternatively-certified teachers through these routes are less effective and leave the profession
quickly, driving turnover, weakening schools, and diminishing students’ life chances.12
o These “fast-track” alternative routes often enroll a higher number of diverse candidates, but the lack of
adequate training and associated high turnover rates mean that those diverse teachers are systematically
placed at a disadvantage within the profession.13
The nation solved this kind of clinical preparation problem in medicine by both increasing requirements to become a
doctor and finding dollars to support aspiring doctors during their clinical practice.14
o We invest $11.5 billion a year into medical preparation through the support of teaching hospitals; every new
doctor benefits from about half million dollars a year of public supports, including stipends and salaries while
they are training.15
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o

o
o

Like teacher education programs, medical schools have struggled to recruit diverse candidates. But after New
York University School of Medicine announced that the school would be tuition-free for the class of 2023,
applications from minorities under-represented in medicine doubled from 1,000 to 2,020. The sharp increase in
under-represented applicants indicates that cost is a major factor in education decisions for qualified, diverse
individuals, which likely holds true for would-be teachers as well.16
It would cost a fraction of that to support every newly-hired, newly-certified teacher who is hired—just $2 billion to
$10 billion, depending on a level of per-candidate supports (from $20,000 to $60,000).17
What’s more, because residency-prepared candidates are more likely to stay in the profession, over time the
costs would decrease, perhaps as much as 2/3.18
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